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Abstra t. High quality and ubiquitous Internet a ess is a key feature
of today's mobile systems su h as LTE. While LTE an provide ompetitive peak data rates and a relatively low laten y, there is still room
for solutions improving end-users' Quality-of-Experien e by optimizing
servi es running over the LTE infrastru ture. Being the most widespread
transport proto ol, TCP is in the main fo us of su h resear h proje ts.
A widely re ommended solution for TCP performan e improvement is
the split onne tion TCP proxy that divides the end-to-end TCP onne tion into two independent onne tions, that results in reased throughput
and faster error re overy. This paper investigates the performan e of a
split onne tion TCP proxy deployed in LTE's SAE-GW. Numeri al results show signi ant performan e improvement of le downloading, web
browsing and video steaming appli ations in ase of not ongested transport networks.
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Introdu tion

Latest advan es in ellular mobile te hnology enables users to a ess most of
their favorite servi es and appli ations with ompetitive quality ompared to
xed a ess alternatives. Long Term Evolution (LTE) is the latest 3GPP standard, oering high peek data rates and low laten y, urrently under deployment
by many ellular network operators. The enhan ed system apa ity enables LTE
systems to be a valid alternative of xed Internet a ess with the added value of
mobility. However, high data rate and low laten y provided by LTE infrastru ture are rarely enough to gain end-user satisfa tion without higher layer servi es
being able to adapt to the environment and utilize resour es in an optimal way.
Transmission Control Proto ol (TCP) [6℄ is used by various Internet servi es
that require reliable end-to-end data transport for ontent delivery. Sin e TCP is
the dominant transport proto ol of Internet based appli ations, its performan e
plays a riti al role in the user experien e. Reliable and e ient data transfer
requires that TCP is able to dynami ally adapt its rate to the available resour es
and that it is apable to dete t data loss in order to retransmit the missing data.
The rate adaptation is handled by TCP's ongestion ontrol (CC) algorithm. The
main assumption of the TCP CC algorithm  that data loss is due to ongestion
and not to bit errors  is valid in ase of wired systems; however, limitations
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introdu ed by the radio interfa e (large round-trip time (RTT), u tuation of
the RTT, and transmission errors due to the imperfe tions of the wireless link)
make TCP non-optimal for transferring data over mobile networks [28℄.
The performan e improvement of the TCP proto ol over wireless links has
been a subje t of intensive resear h in re ent years. Proposals an be grouped
into two ategories: end-to-end and network supported solutions. End-to-end solutions require hanges in the lient and server TCP implementations, whereas
network supported solutions require extra fun tionality at the underlying network. Important examples of end-to-end solutions are TCP Eifel [16℄ and TCP
Westwood [17℄. The network supported solutions are ommonly referred as Performan e Enhan ing Proxies (PEP) [5℄. The most prominent implementation of
the PEP on ept is the split onne tion TCP proxy, whi h divides traversing
TCP onne tions into two independent onne tions, while being transparent to
the end-points. The TCP proxy an improve end-to-end performan e of a TCP
onne tion is two ways. On one hand a proxy an separate the transmission
path along network boundaries with signi antly dierent hara teristi s and
quarantine transmission problems in the ae ted loop. A proxy deployed at the
boundary of the wired and wireless part of a network an isolate the impa ts of
the air interfa e problems (i.e., TCP ongestion ontrol problems) from the rest
of the system and handle these lo ally.
This paper evaluates the e ien y of the split onne tion TCP proxy on ept
in LTE systems with proxy deployed in the System Ar hite ture Evolution Gateway (SAE-GW). The performan e is evaluated in the ontext of three mobile
appli ations, namely FTP based le transfer, web browsing and streaming video,
in terms of end-to-end throughput, mean download time and user satisfa tion,
respe tively. Numeri al results are provided based on simulations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2, an overview of the
related work is presented, whi h is followed by an introdu tion of the split TCP
proxy ar hite ture in the LTE environment, along with the dis ussion of the
possible deployment options in Se tion 3. The simulation model and the results
of the simulations are dis ussed in Se tion 4. Finally, the paper is on luded in
Se tion 5.

2

Related Work

The on ept and pra ti al benets of PEPs was in main fo us of several resear h
proje ts during the last de ade. Many resear h papers investigate the split onne tion TCP proxy on ept applied in ase of satellite links that have high RTT
[8℄, ad-ho networks with high bit error rate links [18℄, as well as in ase of transport infrastru tures for reliable overlay multi ast networks [15℄. Lately several
studies investigate the potential benets of using the split TCP on ept in wireless [27,13,22℄ and in parti ular in ellular networks [14℄. The authors in [19℄ give
a omprehensive overview of split onne tion TCP proxies in Wideband Code
Division Multiple A ess networks and show that this solution an signi antly
improve the throughput of le downloads, while in [21℄ the performan e (e.g.,
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throughput, page download time) of Hypertext Transfer Proto ol (HTTP) proxy
and TCP proxy solutions is ompared. In [7℄ a TCP proxy with ow aggregation
apability is investigated applied in order to enhan e the user experien e in ase
of General Pa ket Radio Servi e data alls. A radio network feedba k ontrolled
TCP proxy is studied in [20℄ that has as s ope to improve the end-to-end TCP
performan e in a 3G network. The radio quality feedba k (e.g., radio bandwidth
hanges, queue length in the Radio Network Controller) is used to adapt the
TCP window size in the proxy. A similar on ept is studied in [25℄ in order
to mitigate the ee ts of bandwidth os illation in High-Speed Downlink Pa ket
A ess networks, while in [26℄ the same on ept is empowered by an analyti al
model and further simulation results.

3
3.1

TCP Proxy in LTE Networks
LTE Overview

The LTE system is stru tured into four high level domains (as depi ted in Figure
1): User Equipment (UE), Evolved UMTS Radio A ess Network (E-UTRAN),
Evolved Pa ket Core (EPC), and the Servi es domain [12℄. The UE, E-UTRAN
and EPC form the Internet Proto ol (IP) Conne tivity Layer, with the main
fun tion to provide IP based onne tivity. E-UTRAN onsists of the evolved
Node Bs (eNBs). The EPC onsists of the Mobility Management Entity (MME),
whi h is the ontrol plane fun tional element, and the SAE-GW ( onsisting of
the Serving-GW and Pa ket-GW), whi h is the user plane gateway to the EUTRAN. The Servi es domain onsists of subsystems that provide the various
operator servi es or grants a ess to the external servi es su h as those available
on the Internet. The UEs are onne ted to the eNBs via the air (Uu) interfa e.
eNBs are onne ted to the SAE-GW via the S1-U and to the MME via the S1-C
interfa e. The MME and the SAE gateway ommuni ate with ea h other via
the S11 interfa e. User tra is arried via the S1-U interfa e through General
Pa ket Radio Servi e Tunneling Proto ol (GTP) tunnels, whereas ontrol plane
tra via the S1-C interfa e. The eNBs are inter onne ted via the X2 interfa e
that is used in order to transfer the handover related user and ontrol plane
tra .
3.2

The Split Conne tion TCP Proxy Con ept

A split onne tion TCP proxy aptures TCP session establishment attempts
and reates two independent TCP onne tions working in tandem instead of
one end-to-end session. The proxy transparently emulates the ommuni ation
end-points so that the presen e of the proxy is seamless to them. The two legs
of the split onne tion are independent in means of ow and ongestion ontrol,
while they are using a shared buer to ex hange lient data.
The main property of a split TCP onne tion is that RTT is redu ed in
the split loops thus higher throughput an be a hieved ompared to the original
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Fig. 1: The LTE network ar hite ture
end-to-end throughput. As on luded in [3℄ the theoreti al maximum end-to-end
throughput is the maximum throughput of the loop with higher RTT (i.e., the
one with smaller throughput). Redu ed RTT enables higher maximum throughput in the split loops, whi h an be a hieved faster as TCP an in rease its ongestion window size with an in reased rate in all operation phases (slow start,
ongestion avoidan e and fast re overy). Other main benet of a split TCP onne tion is that ee ts of link failures on TCP performan e are not propagated
between the loops, while the ae ted loop an re over faster. The latter property
an be highly bene ial in networks with wireless links where the main sour e
of pa ket drop is not network ongestion but poor radio quality. The latter an
signi antly deteriorate TCP performan e as TCP assumes pa ket drops as indi ation of network ongestion.
3.3

Deployment Options

The benets highlighted above an be exploited by deploying a TCP proxy
fun tionality in an LTE network, however the expe ted gains highly depend on
its lo ation. The possible lo ations of the proxy fun tionality are the SAE-GW
(before S1 tunnel), the eNB (between the S1 tunnel and the Data Radio Bearer)
and nally the ombination of the above two. Ea h solution has its drawba ks
and benets, whi h are shortly outlined here.
The SAE-GW based solution (when the TCP proxy is lo ated at the SAEGW) is the most straightforward option as the SAE-GW is the mobility an hor
point for user plane tra . The RTT ratio of the split loops is more auspi ious
as both split loops have smaller RTT than the original end-to-end RTT. As
shown in Figure 2 the smaller RTT enables shorter TCP onne tion setup and
data transfer times in slow-start mode. The drawba k of this option is that air
interfa e problems are re overed slower ompared to the eNB based solution.
An eNB based TCP proxy is the deployment option if air interfa e problems
need to be handled in a qui k, low RTT radio loop and masked from the rest of
the network. However, the implementation is not as straightforward as in ase of
the SAE-GW base solution as during handovers the TCP proxy ontext have to
be transfered between the eNBs. Moreover, as the RTT in the other loop (i.e.,
towards the CS) is almost the same as the original end-to-end RTT, the eNB
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based TCP proxy annot signi antly in rease end-to-end throughput in ase of
good radio onditions on the air interfa e.
A ombined SAE-GW/eNB solution is expe ted to deliver best results, as it
inherits the benets of the base options while also omplement ea h other. The
eNB proxy provides fast re overy on the air interfa e while the SAE-GW boosts
the end-to-end throughput. Note that the ontext transfers during handovers
still has to be managed in the eNB proxy.
Due to its simple implementation (i.e., no handovers had to be onsidered)
and its more general potential benets (i.e., not bound to radio link failures) we
have sele ted the SAE-GW based option for our rst investigations, the results
of whi h is presented in this paper. A SAE-GW side TCP proxy splits end-to-end
TCP onne tions into two orresponding TCP loops: one between the CS and
the SAE-GW and another between the SAE-GW and the UE. The TCP proxy
emulates the UE's behavior towards the CS, while it fa es as the CS towards
the UE. The presen e of the proxy is transparent both to the UE and the CS.
Note, that the two TCP loops are independent from ea h other in means of
ow and ongestion ontrol. Moreover they might use dierent TCP parameters
or even variants. The loops are onne ted by a shared buer in ea h dire tion.
Data re eived from the CS is stored in the downlink shared buer as long as
it is forwarded to the UE, and a similar buer is used for the uplink tra . A
ba kpressure me hanism [15℄ is used to prevent buer overows.

Fig. 2: Duration of TCP onne tion setup (t1 an t2 ) and data transfer in slow
start phase (t3 and t4 ) with and without TCP proxy
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Simulation Results
The Simulation Environment

The performan e of the TCP proxy in LTE networks was investigated through
simulations in an event based simulation environment. In the simulator a referen e LTE network was reated whi h simulates an urban environment with
pedestrian users and average radio onditions. All simulations were exe uted
in this referen e LTE network. The radio network layout of the referen e LTE
network was designed a ording to the double ring network topology [1℄; the 7
eNBs of the inner ring were serving the tra , the outer ring of eNBs were added
only for interferen e generation. In Figure 3 the topology of the referen e LTE
network is depi ted. The 7 eNBs were onne ted to the SAE-GW through IP
routers, whi h were onne ted via 100 Mbit/s Ethernet links with 10 ms media
delay. The IP routers used the Random Early Dete tion (RED) queue management te hnique [10℄. Ea h CS was onne ted through 100 Mbit/s Ethernet links
with a x delay to the SAE-GW, this delay is referred as the mean Internet delay
in the rest of the paper. Ea h simulation ase was exe uted with and without
TCP proxy.

Fig. 3: The simulated topology
In the simulation environment the proto ols of the S1-U and LTE-Uu interfa e are implemented in detail. The air interfa e is based on 3GPP 25.814 [1℄. A
single input single output hannel with two times 10 MHz bandwidth is onsidered. Ea h eNB is simulated with a one ell one se tor onguration, having an
omni-dire tional antenna. The mobility model is random way-point, inter-site
handover pro edures are implemented. The hannel quality is simulated separately for ea h user onsidering distan e loss, shadowing, multipath fading, and
penetration loss.
Three key Internet appli ations were used as ben hmark appli ations in order
to evaluate the performan e impa ts of a TCP proxy in an LTE network: FTP
based le transfer (bulk data transfer), HTTP tra (web browsing) and video
streaming. These three appli ations are implemented in detail in the simulation
environment. Ea h user had one of these three appli ations running during the
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simulations. The TCP proxy was implemented in detail with two TCP variants:
New Reno and CUBIC. TCP New Reno [9℄ is also referred as standard TCP
be ause it is the most well-known TCP variant. TCP CUBIC [11℄ was developed
for networks with high bandwith-delay produ t and it is the urrent default TCP
variant of the Linux operating system so it is used by a large number of ontent
servers and Android mobile devi es.
FTP users initiate a le download with unlimited le size. The measured
performan e indi ator for FTP tra is the average throughput and the fairness of the TCP onne tions as dened by the Jain's Fairness Index [23℄. The
Jain's Fairness Index of onne tions with equal throughput is 1; the higher is
the dieren e in the throughput of dierent onne tions, the lower is the Jain's
Fairness Index.
The simulation model of web browsing was based on HTTP/1.1. Pipelining,
whi h has a large impa t on the performan e of mobile browsing was also part
of the model [4℄. The browser lient was modeled based on a typi al mobile web
browser. Web browsing users were a ting a ording to the ommon web surng
behavior: they sele ted a random web page from a set of popular sites, downloaded them and pro eeded to another random page after a simulated reading
time. Web pages were sele ted from the top 20 sites of Alexa's top 500 global
list [2℄. The stru ture of these web sites (i.e., the number of embedded obje ts
and the size of the HTTP request and response with the address of the server
for ea h obje t) was re orded in September, 2011. This state was used in the
simulations so that Domain Name System (DNS) queries, HTTP requests and
HTTP responses ould be simulated authenti ally. For HTTP users, the measured performan e indi ator is the mean page download time.
Video streaming was modeled with the web browsing model extended with
the relevant features of the HTML5 (the fth version of the HyperText Markup
Language) standard. The downloaded video had a 512 kbit/s average video bitrate and it was 90 s long. Videos of this size are not transferred with server side
rate ontrol [24℄. The performan e measure in this ase is the user satisfa tion:
during the simulations users were onsidered satised if the buering time of the
video was shorter than eight se onds and the video playba k was not interrupted
more than three times or for more than two se onds altogether.
4.2

Numeri al Results

First, the performan e of downlink bulk data transfer with and without a TCP
proxy is evaluated. It is studied how the performan e depends on the TCP variant, the mean Internet delay and the ongestion level of the transport network.
FTP simulations were exe uted with both the New Reno and the CUBIC TCP
variant. For the mean Internet delay, three dierent values were set: 50, 75 and
125 ms; these represent the ases of ommuni ating with a server with low,
medium and large delay. The dierent ongestion levels of the transport network were simulated with dierent number of users per ell. The not ongested
ase was modeled with 2 users per ell, the moderately ongested ase with 4
and 6 users per ell, and the ongested ase with 8 and 10 users per ell.
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Figure 4 shows the per user average throughput and the Jain's Fairness Index
in ase of FTP data transfer with and without a TCP proxy when the mean
Internet delay was set to 50 ms. TCP proxy was able to in rease the mean
throughput by more than 60% where there was no ongestion, by 2-17% in ase
of moderate ongestion and by a few per ents under heavy ongestion. This
is due to the fa t that the TCP proxy is not able to in rease the throughput
of TCP onne tions if the transport network is ongested, as in these ases the
load is at the maximum. The TCP variant had minimal impa t on the a hievable
throughput. The reason for this is that the bandwidth-delay produ t of the LTE
system is not in the range where the TCP CUBIC is able to a hieve a higher
throughput than TCP New Reno. The Jain's Fairness Index was above 0.96 in
all ases, whi h generally means a good fairness. However, the Fairness Index
was a bit worse with TCP proxy than without TCP proxy. The reason for this
is that during the simulations without TCP proxy a x Internet delay is part
of the RTT of end-to-end TCP loops. On the other hand during simulations
with TCP proxy this x delay is not part of the RTT of the SAE-GWUE TCP
loop. Thus the varian e of the RTT is smaller in the ase with TCP proxy than
without TCP proxy.
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Fig. 4: Average throughput and Jain's Fairness Index for FTP data transfer with
and without a TCP proxy when the mean Internet delay is 50 ms
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Fig. 5: Average throughput and Jain's Fairness Index for FTP data transfer with
and without a TCP proxy when the mean Internet delay is 75 ms
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Fig. 6: Average throughput and Jain's Fairness Index for FTP data transfer with
and without a TCP proxy when the mean Internet delay is 125 ms
Figure 5 and 6 show the same diagrams for the ases where the mean Internet
delay is 75 and 125 ms. These gures indi ate a moderate gain in throughput
under light and moderate ongestion. The smaller gain of TCP proxy in the
not ongested ase is be ause the larger RTT between the CS and the SAEGW de reases the a hievable maximum throughput on the orresponding TCP
loop of TCP proxy. The larger in rease in the moderately ongested ase is
possible be ause the larger Internet delay degrades the a hievable throughput of
the referen e ases, thus the transport network be ome fully utilized at a higher
number of users per ell.
The performan e of web browsing with and without a TCP proxy is presented
for the New Reno TCP variant. All HTTP simulations were repeated with the
CUBIC TCP variant as well but the performan e dieren e between the two
variants was minimal, so those results are not shown. The investigated mean
Internet delay values were the same as for the FTP simulations. The ongestion
level of the network was hanged by adding ba kground FTP downloads; in the
un ongested ase, there were no ba kground FTP downloads while 2 to 4 and 6
to 8 FTP downloads per ell simulated the moderately ongested and ongested
ases. Every HTTP simulation ase was exe uted with 5 dierent random seeds.
Figure 7 (a) shows the mean download times when the mean Internet delay
was 50 ms. It is lear that the TCP proxy de reases the average download time
in all the investigated ases. As expe ted, the mean download time in reases
when the transport gets more ongested but there is a benet of a TCP proxy
in those ases as well.
Figure 7 (b) and ( ) shows the same diagrams for higher Internet delays.
As expe ted, the average download time in reases with the mean Internet delay. However, TCP proxy an de rease the download time by the same amount
(whi h is obviously a smaller ratio ompared to the value of the download time),
therefore the performan e gain of TCP proxy de reases in ase of web browsing
as well when the Internet delay in reases.
The performan e of video streaming with and without TCP proxy is presented on Figure 8. The investigated onditions were the same as for the HTTP
simulations. Ea h simulation ase ontained 228 video downloads and they were
exe uted with 4 dierent random seeds, so from altogether 896 video downloads
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Fig. 7: Mean download time of web pages with and without a TCP proxy when
the mean Internet delay is (a) 50 ms, (b) 75 ms and ( ) 125 ms
a user satisfa tion ratio was al ulated. The gures indi ate that TCP proxy
improves the user satisfa tion ratio of video streaming in all the investigated
onditions. The improvement is more profound when the Internet delay or the
ongestion level of the network is higher.
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proxy when the mean Internet delay is (a) 50 ms, (b) 75 ms and ( ) 125 ms
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Con lusion

In this paper, it has been presented how the split onne tion TCP proxy onept an be used in LTE networks. Furthermore, it has been evaluated how the
SAE-GW based TCP proxy ae ts the performan e of bulk data transfer, web
browsing and video download. Numeri al results show that the TCP proxy an
onsiderably in rease the performan e of web browsing and video download in
all investigated onditions. TCP proxy is also able to signi antly in rease the
performan e of bulk data transfer if the transport network is not ongested;
however, there is no improvement when the transport is already fully utilized
and the TCP proxy an even de rease the fairness in this ase.
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A possible extension of the work presented in this paper ould be the evaluation of the eNB based TCP proxy solution. The study of the ombined solution
(two TCP proxies, one in the eNB and another in the SAE-GW) ould also be an
interesting follow-up topi . An additional resear h topi ould be the ne tuning
of the TCP parameters of the TCP proxy (e.g. initial window size) in a stati
or an adaptive way based on urrent network onditions.
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